Enterprise Archiving Simplified

For organizations that want the peace of mind of knowing that
their digital assets are always secure and within reach.
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More data was created in the last two days than
in the entire history of humanity up until the new
millennium. And it’s not just the volume of data
that’s increasing – it’s the variety of data types,
which range from multiple email platforms, to
attachments, collaboration files, social media
content and more.
Add to this the growing challenges of e-Discovery.
With courts becoming less tolerant in today’s digital
age, they’re expecting faster response times and
better, more complete information.
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Innovative, easy-to-use solutions are now being deployed to lead organizations
into a new era of speed and efficiency when it comes to e-Discovery and enterprise
archiving.
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Organizations have no shortage of data: the problem is what to do with it: how to manage it effectively,
how to maintain compliance in a complex regulatory environment, and how to access the information
that you need – at the precise moment that you need it the most.
When it comes to your most important digital assets, ArcMail provides peace of mind. We solve and
simplify the way your organization goes about information governance and archiving, including:
• Finding that email attachment from six months ago
• Performing e-Discovery: respond quickly and accurately to court-ordered requests
• Maintaining compliance with federal, state, and industry regulations: preserve your electronic
business records the right way
• Achieving productivity savings: spend less time managing mailboxes
• Protecting and organizing your digital assets: from natural disasters to hard drive failure and more,
don’t let lost data slow down your business
• Retention policies
ArcMail is committed to simplifying your archiving initiatives.
Whether you buy an archiving appliance, a cloud storage
gateway or a hybrid or virtualized solution, all of our products
are designed to be easy to install, deploy and maintain. That’s
the ArcMail guarantee.
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Our team of engineers and archiving experts is always thinking ahead, with innovative, proprietary*
solutions that take your organization where it’s heading tomorrow.
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• New data types and files
• New approaches to infrastructure
• New regulations and e-Discovery requirements that can wreak havoc on your business
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It’s in the cloud, it’s virtualized and yes, a large part of it is still residing locally on your desktops
and servers. At ArcMail, we recognize that wherever it is, and wherever it comes from – it needs
to be properly organized and maintained. For e-Discovery, compliance, disaster recovery and
for finding that file that your CEO needs right this very moment.
*At ArcMail, our solutions are designed and built from the ground up in-house -- meaning that
we are your single source for support and expertise, no matter which ArcMail archiving solution
you choose. Why complicate your archiving with multi-party solutions requiring support from
multiple vendors?

Why Choose ArcMail?

ArcMail is an Innovator and Leader in Enterprise Archiving

We’ve Got You Covered

We recognize that your data comes from multiple sources and that there is no one size fits all approach
to archiving. Always keeping an eye out for the platforms that matter the most to your business, ArcMail
is proud to offer award-winning products that out-perform the competition to powerfully archive
everything from social media and Google AppsTM mail, to virtualized data, Microsoft SharePointTM and
Salesforce.comTM ChatterTM.

Your Digital Assets

Our offerings include:
• On-Premise Appliances
• Virtual Archiving Solutions
• Cloud/ On-Premise Hybrid Solutions

Why Archive?
“The requirement for good retention, deletion, and legal hold policy management goes beyond email content.
Organizations that have successfully implemented email archiving have seen associated benefits in their ability to better
organize their data, find information when they need it, produce it in response to a discovery request, and, as a side
benefit, reduce the size of their primary and secondary storage environments.” - Gartner’s Magic Quadrant for Enterprise
Information Archiving (EIA), published December 2012.

Gartner does not endorse any vendor, product or service depicted in its research publications, and does not advise technology users to select only those vendors with the highest ratings. Gartner research publications consist
of the opinions of Gartner’s research organization and should not be construed as statements of fact. Gartner disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied, with respect to this research, including any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.

ArcMail understands that today’s organizations contend
with multiple data types and platforms, so rest assured – we
support your digital assets no matter where they originate or
reside:
• Email and Attachments
•
•
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Exchange
Lotus Notes
Domino
Google AppsTM Mail
Groupwise
Office 365
And More

Social Media
SharePointTM
Salesforce.comTM ChatterTM
File System Data

Our Solutions

Built from the ground up by our team for your business, our
innovative solutions include:
• ArcMail Defender: Archiving appliances offered in
configurations ranging from 2-32TB of archived storage
• ArcMail Guardian for hosted email including Google
AppsTM mail, Office 365® and other platforms
• ArcMail Social for social media data
• ArcMail Defender VM
• ArcMail Cloud/ Storage Gateway: For businesses that want
to push storage out to the cloud and take advantage of local
on-premise storage at the same time
• ArcMail for Salesforce.comTM ChatterTM
• ArcMail for File Systems/ Data Files (coming later in 2013)
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